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The heart is the inner face of your life. The human journey 

strives to make this inner face beautiful. It is here that love 

gathers within you. Love is absolutely vital for a human life. 

For love alone can awaken what is divine within you. In love, 

you grow and come home to your self. When you learn to 

love and let yourself be loved, you come home to the hearth 

of your own spirit. You are warm and sheltered.” 

 John O’Donohue

“



Heart Time is a continuing exploration of the questions: What if we leaned in 

and led with our hearts? What would we discover?

I started heart doodles as a daily morning gift to my wife, Nadine. The practice 

slowly grew into a form of meditation. I cannot draw a straight line or copy any 

form with accuracy. The heart form allowed me to be playful and tap into a non-

linear part of myself. I loved not knowing what would be drawn and what text 

would be found hidden beneath the picture. 

In this time of challenge and uncertainty, can we allow our hearts to lead us 

through our fear to a place of acceptance, toward forgiveness for others and 

ourselves, and forward with courage? 

There are blank pages at the end of the book to beckon readers to render their 

own expressions of doodles of the heart.  Please know, heart doodles can take 

any form and have no need to resemble the traditional heart shape. 

Peace, Ira

We should not long to return, my friends. We are being given 

the opportunity to stitch a new garment. One that fits all of 

humanity and nature.”

 Sonya Rene Taylor

Pause with us here awhile. Put your ear to the wall of your 

heart. Listen for the whisper of knowing there. Love will 

touch you if you are very still.”

 Tom Barrett

“

“



a time to mine one’s soul deeply

a time to remember how love saves lives

heals what has been broken

a time to tap our individual and collective imaginations

to trust our creativity

a time to bring intentions of thoughts to form

a time to know faith brings hope



she opens her

arms wide and

scoops up big

servings of love

like old fashioned

mashed potatoes

at her table

the portions are

never small

children pretend to

fall down and

bump their knees

to receive her kisses

with warm eyes

she looks at you

bringing your goodness

out so you can

hold it 

her touch soothes

hurts you didn’t

even know you had

For Deenie 



if… i allowed acceptance

to fill each of my cells

all of my senses

what would it be like

what would i feel

what would i see …

would i know what to do

would doing even matter

with each in-breath … i welcome now

with each out-breath

i release any resistance remaining

is this even possible

it seems unimaginable 

can a true pilgrimage

of infinite distance

begin by sitting still



when something comes apart

what do you do with all the pieces …

do you try to put it back together

do you repair

do you restore

do you grieve an ending

do you give gratitude for what once was

do you take pause to reimagine what can be

do you allow fear to escape for a moment

do you allow for the possibility of freedom 



will you come with me 

where are we going 

to the other side

what is on the other side 

i don’t know

why are you going 

to find out

do we need to climb the mountain 

yes

will it be hard 

yes

what if we can’t make it 

we will return

would we have failed 

no 

 we would have tried



when do we stop running from the bus

to the front door

when do we notice we’re drawing within the lines

when do our imaginary worlds recede 

to the background

when do we lose the pure delight

of being silly

when do we stop dancing

on grown-up’s feet

can we learn to twirl again 

 

i walked past a playground today

and noticed there are no age limits



gray skies

moonless nights

colors have disappeared from the day

movement is slow  

bells clang long soft notes

be with your grief

welcome your sadness and anguish

hold them as you would a crying child



spring is not deterred

by harsh winters

buds form on naked branches

butterflies come north

in search of blossoms

seedlings find the light

between the cracks

in the pavement

can our dormant souls

be awakened

with the coming of longer days



insults were thrown

slurs were made

i’m sorry for your pain 

more rage

more rancor

more hate

i’m sorry for your pain

i too have a broken heart

i too want to scream

i too have blood as red as yours 

more anger

we listen

less anger

now tears

now sobbing

i too am crying



the sound was like a lion’s roar

it was heard in the skies above the cities

in the streams in the valleys

among the trees in the mountains

we put our heads to ground to hear the words

over and over again the same sound

we listen more deeply into the earth

dayenu

enough

iˈnˈf

zúgòu

over and over again

like waves hitting the shore

to recede quietly only to return

just when we put our hands to cover our ears

the waves slowed

only the sound of a loud silence could be heard



pilgrims came from all over

some going others returning

in the mountain is a narrow bridge

you can only walk single file

if you meet another pilgrim

going in the opposite direction

you both have to turn sideways

in order to pass each other

heart and soul facing another

heart and soul

above a steep divide



they came from

near and far

the word was passed

whispered from one to another

there is a place for 

those seeking refuge

where lost is the way home

there is a place for 

those whose faith

burns dim where the

light does not go out

at night

there is a place 

where one’s soul

is held and cherished

without having to be known

there is a place 



may our hearts be …

 

sanctuaries of kindness

 

shelters from the storm

 

places of reflection and acceptance

 

altars for forgiveness

 

beacons for courage and action

 

factories of love 



their whispers come in the wind 

their reflections find us in our mirrored faces 

their spirits are not concerned 

with the hours of day 

they arrive reminding us to remember what 

we already know 

playing with us guiding us

sometimes ... maybe ... we sense their spirit in the tree tops 

in the falling of the ocean wave 

in the rising sun or the full moon and 

sometimes ... their spirit is sitting in the garden outside our door

we wonder ... was it the butterfly this morning 

the red cardinal at dusk or the flower that bloomed overnight

we smile and nod our heads



to return to a place known

where you can find things easily

your first language is spoken

you don’t need maps

in crossing the border

tears fall like rain down your cheeks

pent-up tears, tired tears,

sad tears, joyous tears

you’re greeted with 

welcome back

it’s good to see you 

you’ve been missed

home again









For Owen

love is never still

no matter how hard we try to hold on to it

it can only exist

when it is given away



Please share your Heart Doodles – send to irabaumgarten@gmail.com 

To obtain a copy of Heart Quarantined and to see 

other books by Ira, go to: www.anightonbuddysbench.com 
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“ I loved your book, Heart Quarantined!  It is rich with treasures to pause and reflect on   

 before moving on. A “tiny” but full book. I loved reading it.”

“ A beautiful idea beautifully brought to life and sent out into the world, a world so full of   

 sadness and suffering right now, a world trying to hold on to its heart. Or is it that   

 we have to hold on to the heart for the world?”

“ So powerful. I love the illustrations and the text. Your words are so powerful, the images   

 so real. Simplicity, kindness - all kinds of love on each page.”


